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Description

The present invention relates to a method and a system according to the preamble of claim 1 and 7, respectively. More specifically, the present invention relates to the operation and construction of continuously variable transmissions (CVT’s). The present invention particularly provides a clutch control system and technique for regulating the transfer of torque from an engine to a drive train through a CVT and a control clutch.

The art contains numerous examples of the operation and construction of CVT’s, e.g., US-A-4,522,086 and US-A-4,458,318. These patents, especially the former, generally describe the mechanics and controls for a CVT system utilizing two adjustable pulleys, each pulley having at least one sheave which is actually fixed and another sheave which is actually movable relative to the first sheave. A flexible belt of metal or elastomeric material intercouplings the pulleys. The interior faces of the pulley sheaves are beveled or chamfered. Thus, as the axially displaceable sheave moves relative to the fixed sheave, the distance between the sheaves and thus the effective pulley diameter may be adjusted. The displaceable sheave includes a fluid constraining chamber for receiving fluid to move the sheave and thus change the effective pulley diameter; as fluid is exhausted from the chamber, the pulley diameter changes in the opposite sense. Generally, the effective diameter of one pulley is set in one direction as the effective diameter of the second pulley is varied in the opposite direction, thereby effecting a change in the drive ratio between the input shaft coupled to an input pulley and an output shaft coupled to an output pulley. The ratio changes continuously as the pulley diameters vary. Such transmissions frequently are referred to in the art as a continuously variable transmission, or CVT.

Through the years various refinements have gradually evolved the hydraulic control system which is used to pass fluid into the fluid holding chamber of each adjustable pulley. An example of such a hydraulic system is shown in US-A-3,115,049. In that patent, control of the secondary pulley adjustable sheave regulates the belt tension, while a different circuit regulates fluid into and out of the primary sheave to regulate the transmission ratio. US-A-4,152,947 also describes control of a CVT. In both systems, the line pressure of the fluid applied to hold the belt tension by pressurizing the secondary chamber is kept at a relatively high value. An improved control system subsequently was developed to reduce the mainline fluid pressures supplied to the secondary sheave chamber as a function of torque demand (US-A-4 522 086).

Further work resulted in an improved control system (EP-A-104 033) which reduced the line pressure applied to the secondary chamber to a low, safe operating pressure and also provided a lower control pressure for other portions of a hydraulic control system.

Additional significant advances in CVT control systems have been described and claimed in EP-A-196 807.

US-A-4,648,496 from which the features of the respective preamble of claim 1 and 7 are known describes control logic techniques for regulating pressure at a clutch in CVT system to provide the desired torque transfer from an engine to a vehicle drive line. In that system, clutch control depends on logical recognition of one of a number of operating modes.

This control system is designed to handle those situations where the total vehicle torque, interia torque plus road load, will load the engine down. These situations occur when the vehicle is stationary or at a slow speed. For the other situations, when the vehicle torque would accelerate the engine rather than load it down, the normal start mode would yield an undesirable response. These other situations are controlled as set forth in co-pending EP-A-283 787 published 28/09/88.

The object of the present invention lies in providing a continuously variable transmission clutch control system which generally overcomes the deficiencies of the prior art and in improving the response of a continuously variable transmission driven vehicle to changes in driver demand while the clutch is being controlled.

The object above referred to is solved by the features of claim 1 and 7, respectively.

The present invention provides an improved clutch control system for use with a continuously variable transmission driven vehicle. The improved controller controls engine speed as a function of driver demand (throttle) by applying a controlled clutch pressure throughout engagement to lock-up. Throttle signals provide engine torque and engine speed set points based on characteristics of the engine in use. Filters having preselected initial conditions modify the set points to approximate actual vehicle response characteristics and enhance driveability. The engine torque signal as derived from the engine map, provides a feed forward signal indicative of a desired clutch pressure for a particular driver demand. This signal combines with an engine speed error signal developed from the modified desired engine speed set point signal and the actual engine speed feedback signal. The system passes this signal for clutch pressure control only if it represents a pressure signal greater than the touch-off value for clutch operation. This is
done to prevent the clutch from backing off of the touch off point. A pressure control loop maintains the clutch pressure at a level as indicated by the engine speed loop and the engine map derived torque feed forward and provides a signal with the appropriate duty cycle to an electro hydraulic plan clutch control valve.

The engine speed loop provides an enhanced response through the incorporation of the CVT belt ratio information into the speed control loop gain. All ratio conditions thereby provide improved response to change in driver demand and ratio.

The present invention further provides a pressure control signal additionally responsive to the variations in the overall line pressure. A signal representative of the line pressure and provides the desired gain for the pressure loop control and thus maintains the desired response of the pressure loop as the line pressure varies.

Additional and further objects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description and accompanying drawings.

The novel features of the present invention are set forth with particularity in the appended claims. The invention, together with the objects and advantages thereof, may be understood more fully by reference to the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which like reference numerals are used to indicate like elements and of which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram representation of a CVT system utilizing the improved control system of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram representation, illustrating the feedback loops, of the improved clutch control of the present invention;
FIG. 3A is an exemplary engine map showing engine torque as a function of engine speed and throttle setting;
FIG. 3B is a graphic representation of an exemplary engine torque schedule as a function of throttle setting derived from the engine map of FIG. 3A;
FIG. 3C is a graphic representation of exemplary engine speed schedule as a function of throttle setting derived from the engine map of FIG. 3A;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram representation of the engine speed loop control illustrated in FIG. 2;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram representation of the pressure loop control illustrated in FIG. 2;
FIG. 6 is a graphic representation of desired pressure loop gain adjustment as a function of the line pressure set point to provide the input information referenced in FIG. 5;
FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B combined illustrate a flow chart representation of the algorithm utilized to provide the desired pressure setting to the pressure loop control of FIG. 2 for normal start mode;
FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B combined illustrate a flow chart representation of the steps performed in the pressure control loop to provide the desired pressure control pulse width modulated signal for controlling the clutch valve in the CVT; and
FIG. 9A and FIG. 9B combined illustrate a logic flow chart representation of the overall logic for the control system and a possible modification thereof.

As shown in FIG. 1, a throttle signal 10 controls the operation of an engine 12 which transmits torque via shaft 14 to a primary pulley 16 in a CVT 18. In a typical embodiment, a flywheel and damping arrangement may be included on shaft 14 between the engine 12 and the primary pulley 16. A metal or elastomeric belt 20 connects the primary pulley 16 to a secondary pulley 22 to transmit torque to a second shaft 24. A pump 26 may also be driven by the first shaft 14 to provide line pressure for the hydraulic system and the controls of the CVT 18.

The second shaft 24 drives the input to a clutch 28 which in turn provides a torque to a third shaft 30. The third shaft 30 drives a reduction differential gear arrangement 32 as drive line to provide power to vehicle wheels 34.

In operation, an electronic controller 36 receives throttle, engine speed, clutch input speed, clutch output speed, clutch pressure, temperature, driver demand, idle, shift lever and other information input signals as shown at the left of FIG. 1. The electronic controller 36 operates in a logical fashion discussed in greater detail below to provide a ratio control signal on a line 38, a line pressure control signal on a line 40 and a clutch control signal on a line 42. The signal on the line 38 to a ratio control valve 44 controls the hydraulic pressure on a line 46 to the primary pulley 16 of the CVT 18 to control the ratio between the primary pulley 16 and the secondary pulley 22, i.e., the belt ratio (RATC). The signal on the line 40 communicates with a line pressure regulator 48. The line pressure regulator 48 provides line pressure from fluid flow of pump 26 via conduit 50 to the ratio control valve 44, a clutch control valve 52. The output of the line pressure regulator on the line 50 also controls the pressure at the secondary pulley 22 to ensure that the belt 20 does not slip. The output signal on the line 42 to the clutch control valve 52 controls the output
of the clutch control valve 52 on a line 54 to the manual and servo valves 56 which controls the fluid flow on the line 58 to the clutch 28. This is the signal which provides the pressure at the clutch 28 and hence regulates the torque transfer from the second shaft 24 to the third shaft 30.


A shift lever signal on a line 60 provides an additional control of the manual and servo valves 56. When the shift lever signal on the line 60 indicates that the vehicle is in a neutral or park mode, the manual control within the valve arrangement 56 is closed. This prevents fluid from flowing to the clutch 28 and thus prevents any torque transfer through the clutch 28 when the vehicle is in the neutral mode.

A first arrow NE (N = speed; E = engine) on the first shaft 14 indicates one acceptable point of measurement for engine speed. A second arrow NCl (Cl = clutch input) on the second shaft 24 indicates an acceptable point of measurement for the clutch input speed. A third arrow NCO (CO = clutch output) indicates an acceptable point of measurement for the clutch output speed, which corresponds to vehicle speed. These arrows are provided by way of example for pick-up points for the various speed measurements. Those skilled in the art will recognize that the various speed values may be accurately obtained at other locations. Any acceptable electromagnetic or other transducer may be used to monitor the shaft rotation speeds.

It should be appreciated that the ratio of NE to NCI will correspond to and provide a measure of the transmission belt ratio, RB. The difference between NCI and NCO provides a measure of the slippage at the clutch 28. When NCI equals NCO, the clutch 28 is locked-up with no slippage.

As mentioned above and explained in previous patents and applications, the system of FIG. 1 operates in a number of driving or vehicle operation modes. The main logic section determines which of these modes the system is operating in and accordingly provides appropriate information for clutch control. The overall logic flow for the clutch control is set forth in more detail in the flow charts of FIGS. 9A and 9B. The following represents a brief description of the modes of operation, and the general characteristics of the clutch during those modes:

OFF MODE: The clutch is destroyed, i.e., the clutch plates are disengaged. A full-on duty cycle is sent to the clutch control valve, but flow to the clutch is blocked by the manual valve. This corresponds to the engine running while the vehicle is in PARK or NEUTRAL.

ENGAGE MODE: The system engages the clutch without transmitting any torque through the clutch. The pressure loop begins to control the clutch pressure to bring it up to the touch-off pressure set point. This corresponds to a transition between the OFF mode and a HOLD mode.

HOLD MODE: The clutch is at the touch-off point; the pressure loop maintains clutch pressure at the touch-off pressure. At this pressure, the plates are engaged and allow a small amount of vehicle creep which is adjustable by changing the value of PCE. This corresponds to the vehicle being at idle.

PRESSURE MODE: The clutch pressure set point is derived from sources other than the speed loop and related structures described herein (e.g., the special START mode application described in aforementioned co-pending EP-A-283 787).

SPEED MODE: The SPEED loop and a feed-forward function determine the set point for the pressure controller. The clutch is slipping and controlling engine speed. This corresponds to a normal start for a vehicle transition from idle up to driving speed.

LOCK-UP MODE: The clutch is locked up and not slipping. A full-on duty cycle is sent to the control valve to maintain the pressure at the clutch to prevent slipping. This corresponds to a normal drive mode for a vehicle.

Referring now to FIG. 2, therein is shown a block diagram representation of the operation of the control system according to the present invention. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that this represents a block diagram system representation to be embodied through the programming of the electronic controller 36 illustrated in FIG. 1. Specific programming and instructions will depend upon the particular controller selected for use in the system and other variables not critical to the operation of the present invention. The explanation embodied in FIG. 2 and the flow charts discussed below provide the envisioned logical steps. It is deemed that one skilled in the art would be able to readily generate the program for the particular electronic controller to be used in any particular system.

In FIG. 2, a throttle signal on a line 62 represents driver demand for a particular engine function. The throttle signal may be in absolute terms or may represent the angular orientation of a throttle valve in a typical carburetor system. The throttle signal on the line 62 is provided to a feedforward open loop 64 at a feedforward schedule 66. The throttle signal on the line 62 also communicates with a closed loop engine speed control loop 68 and an engine speed schedule 70. The feed forward schedule 66 and the engine
speed schedule 70 provide a torque feed forward set point on a line 72 and an engine speed set point on a line 74 according to the respective schedules derived for the particular engine in the vehicle as explained below in conjunction with FIGS. 3A-3C.

In the feed-forward open loop 64, the feed forward schedule 66 provides a torque set point on a line 72 to a first order filter 74. The first order filter 74, in conjunction with initial conditions received on a line 76, transforms the set point signal received on line 72 to a filtered, modified torque signal on a line 78. Generally, the transfer function of the first order filter 74 may be given by the following equation:

\[ TRQENF = \frac{1}{s/\omega_f + 1} TRQEN \]  

where: \( TRQENF \) is the signal on the line 78 and \( TRQEN \) represents the signal on the line 72.

The filter components may be selected to provide specific filter characteristics as defined by the following equations (2) and (3):

\[ TRQEN(n) = XFFC(n) \]  
\[ XFFC(n + 1) = -BFFC \left[ TRQEN(n) - XFFC(n) \right] + TRQEN(n) \]

where:
- \( BFFC = \exp(-\omega_f \times Tss) \)
- \( Tss = \) sample period of speed loop
- \( \omega_f = \) cut off frequency of filter
- \( n = \) cumulative number of sample periods
- \( XFFC = \) filter state variable
- \( TRQEN = \) output of feed forward schedule (Line 72)
- \( TRQENF = \) Output of feed forward filter (Line 78)

The operation of the filter further depends upon the initial condition signal received on the line 76. For the preferred embodiment of the present invention, the initial condition is chosen as zero as will be explained further below.

The filtered set point signal on the line 78 is passed to a multiplier 80 where it is multiplied by the belt ratio signal received on a line 82 to provide a clutch torque signal on a line 84 as given by the following equation (4):

\[ TRQCN = RATC \times TRQENF \]

where \( TRQCN \) represents the signal on the line 84 and, as mentioned, \( TRQENF \) represents the signal on the line 78.

The clutch torque signal on the line 84 may be converted to a clutch pressure signal by the following equation:

\[ PCLUN = ATTCLU \times TRQCN \]

where:
- \( TRQCN = \) engine torque at clutch (Line 84)
- \( RATC = \) belt ratio (Line 82)
- \( PCLUN = \) steady state clutch pressure set point (Line 88)
- \( ATTCLU = \) inverse clutch gain, (Gain at block 86)

This operation is represented in FIG. 2 as block 86 to provide the steady state clutch pressure set point (PCLUN) on a line 88 to a summing junction 90. The other input to the summing junction 90 is received from the engine speed control loop 68.

As mentioned, the throttle signal from the line 82 provides an engine speed set point signal on the line 74' as a function of the engine speed schedule 70. A first order filter 92, in response to the engine speed set point on the line 74' and an initial condition on a line 94, provides a filtered set point signal on a line 96. The general transfer function for the filter 92 is given by the following equation (6):
where NESPCF is the output signal on line 96 and NESPC represents the input signal on the line 74:

The specific characteristics of the filter 92 may be determined by the following equations (7) and (8):

\[
NESPCF(n) = XSFC(n) \quad (7)
\]

\[
XSFC(n + 1) = -BSFC \times [NESPC(n) - XSFC(n)] + NESPC(n) \quad (8)
\]

where:

- BSFC = \exp(\omega s \times Tss)
- \omega s = \text{cutoff frequency for filter}
- Tss = \text{sample period}
- NESPC = \text{engine speed set point (Line 74)}
- XSFC = \text{filter state variable}
- NESPCF = \text{output of setpoint filter (Line 96)}

The filtered output signal on line 96 then represents a modified version of the engine speed set point signal from the line 74 dependent upon the characteristics of the filter 92 and the initial condition received on the line 94. In the preferred embodiment, the initial condition is chosen to be a filtered value of the actual engine speed read into the controller just before entrance into normal start mode as discussed more fully below.

The output signal on line 96 provides one input to a summing junction 98. The other input to the summing junction 98 represents the actual engine speed from a line 100. This provides a first error signal on line 102. The signal on line 102 passes a speed loop control operation to block 104 to provide an error signal on line 106 as the second input to the summing junction 90. The speed loop control 104 will be discussed in more detail below in conjunction with FIG. 4.

The output of the summer 90 on a line 108 represents a pressure set point which is provided to a pressure control loop 110 at a switch network 112. The switch network 112 on an equivalent functional block may select between an external set point signal on a line 114, such as is generated for special start conditions as explained in aforementioned EP-A-283 787. The switch network 112 also operates to limit the transmission of the signal from the line 108 for pressure control solely when that signal is greater than or equal to zero as described more fully below. When the signal on line 108 would cause the clutch pressure to drop below the touch off pressure, the signal is blocked in response to the comparison from line 116 so that the clutch pressure remains at the minimum touch off pressure during operation. The touch off pressure is the necessary pressure to bring the clutch plates into contact. Switch function network 112 also serves to add no additional pressure setpoint to the pressure loop control (128), to maintain touch off pressure as in engage and hold modes.

The output signal on the line 118 from the switch 112 provides one input to a summing junction 120. The second input to the summing junction 120 comes from a touch off pressure signal which is that signal necessary to generate the pressure to cause the clutch plates to make initial contact. Another input to the summing junction 120 comes from a transducer which provides a clutch pressure signal as a measurement of actual clutch pressure on a line 124. The summing junction 120 generates an error signal on a line 126 which through the pressure loop control 128 provides an output signal on a line 130 to generate a signal having the appropriate duty cycle to operate the clutch valve so as to generate the desired clutch pressure which is then fed back via the closed loop by the line 124. The operation of the pressure loop control 128 is explained below in more detail in conjunction with FIG. 5.

Referring now to FIG. 3A, therein is shown a characteristic engine map which plots engine torque in foot-pounds (1ft \* lbf \* 1,355.82 Nm) against engine speed in RPMs (< 1,000) as a function of the engine throttle setting, which in the preferred embodiment is measured in degrees of the throttle valve. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that this mapping illustrated in FIG. 3A varies with particular engines. Based upon various considerations, such as optimization of engine performance, a start mode strategy may be mapped on the engine map of FIG. 3A as illustrated by the line 132 which would represent the selected start mode for bringing the clutch pressure from touch off pressure during the HOLD mode to a clutch pressure which controls the engine speed during START mode, to a lockup in the DRIVE mode for a vehicle.

Once the START mode strategy, such as that illustrated by the graph 132 in FIG. 3A, has been
determined, a schedule of engine torque may be plotted against driver demand measured by throttle as illustrated by the graph of FIG. 3B. This graph is generated from that of FIG. 3A by picking off the corresponding engine torque values for successive throttle settings. This schedule may then be used to generate the signal on the line 72 of FIG. 2 as a function of the throttle setting received on the input line 62 of FIG. 2.

A corresponding graph of desired engine speed set point may be generated as a function of throttle as illustrated in FIG. 3C. Again, this graph represents a pick off of corresponding engine speed points for particular throttle settings corresponding to the graph line 132 of FIG. 3A. This schedule then provides an engine speed set point schedule to provide an engine speed set point on line 74 as a result of the input throttle signal on the input line 62.

It will be appreciated that the engine speed schedule and the feed forward (torque) schedule are interrelated and one may be generated from the other with reference to the original engine map illustrated in FIG. 3A.

Previous applications have described the use of a CVT control system which utilizes the open loop feed forward torque signal from loop 64 in conjunction with the closed loop engine speed control signal from the control loop 68 to provide a desired clutch pressure setting.

The first order filter 74 is included in the open loop torque control 64 to provide for a realistic feel and response to the driver. Upon initial driver demand, absent the first order filter 74, a net positive step signal would be provided to the summing junction 90 which would provide an immediate jump in the pressure to the clutch and hence cause the vehicle to jolt or lurch in the drive direction. This can stall the engine and is generally unsatisfactory. Setting the initial condition on the line 76 to the filter 74 provides a zero starting point so that the initial signal on line 98 to the summing junction 90 will always be zero. The first order filter 74 provides an exponential increase in the output signal in response to a dramatic increase, such as a step demand, in the signal on the input line 72. The time constant of the filter 74 may be then empirically chosen to provide the desired realistic response rather than the jolt which would otherwise occur.

Correspondingly, the first order filter 92 in the closed engine speed control loop 68 provides for the slowing of the response to rapid changes in driver demand. Specifically, a rapid rise in throttle corresponding to the driver stepping into the throttle rapidly would normally provide a quick jump in the engine speed set point on the line 74 which would provide a significant error signal at the output of the sum junction 98 and a corresponding decrease in the signal on line 106 to the second summing junction 90 which would generate a lull or a quick sag in the pressure set point signal and a lessening of the pressure at the clutch. This would cause the vehicle to seem to hesitate in response to the stepping hard on the accelerator by the driver. This condition is unsatisfactory. The inclusion of the first order filter 92 slows the response to the driver demand as a function of the characteristics chosen for that filter as explained above. These values may be chosen empirically to provide for the desired feel depending on the particular engine and vehicle being utilized. The initial condition received by the filter 92 on the line 94 is chosen to provide a zero error signal at the beginning of start mode. This is done by choosing the initial condition on the line 94 to be a filtered actual engine speed measure. Hence, there would be no difference signal at the output of the summing junction 90. Then, as time elapses, the signal on the line 106 would gradually come to the appropriate value. In this fashion, the hesitation associated with a rapid increase in throttle demand may be avoided.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the same conditions which lead to a lull or slip in the clutch upon a rapid driver demand would cause a surge upon a rapid decrease in driver demand. That is, when the driver lets up on the throttle quickly, the engine speed set point would drop below the actual engine speed to provide a net positive signal to the summing junction 90 and hence an increase in the pressure set point signal on the line 108 with the result in a rapid increase in the pressure at the clutch and a surge felt by the driver. Again, the first order filter 92 softens this response as a function of its time constant which may be empirically determined to provide the desired feel for the driver as a match between the engine and the vehicle. Also, the filtered speed signal as an initial condition on the line 94 again guarantees that a net zero signal will occur at the time of each entrance into start mode.

Referring now to FIG. 4, therein is shown a block logic representation for the speed loop control 104 of FIG. 2. Generally, the engine speed set point on a line 96 is combined with actual engine speed from a line 100 at a summation junction 98 to provide a first error signal on a line 102. A speed loop control circuit or operation 104 modifies the signal on line 102 to provide a second error signal on a line 106 which is combined at the summing junction 90 with the feed forward torque generated signal on line 88. This provides a normal start pressure signal on a line 108 which is monitored by a limiter function 134 to ensure that at least touch off pressure is maintained at the clutch.

The speed loop control circuit 104 is shown in greater detail in FIG. 4. A belt ratio signal on a line 136
is multiplied by a nominal gain at block 138 to provide a modified gain signal on a line 140 to provide the multiplier at an operation block 142. This provides a gain in the engine speed control loop 88. As seen, this is a function of the belt ratio and hence provides a constant response of the control for all belt ratios. The operation of the speed loop control function is governed by the following equations (9), (10) and (11):

\[
\begin{align*}
KASC &= RATC \times KASCN \quad (9) \\
E1SC &= NESPCF - NE \quad (10) \\
E2SC &= KASC \times E1SC \quad (11)
\end{align*}
\]

where:

- **KASC** = nominal speed loop gain (gain at block 138)
- **RATC** = belt ratio (signal on line 136)
- **KASC** = speed loop proportional gain (signal on line 140)
- **E1SC** = speed loop error (signal on line 102)
- **E2SC** = speed loop pressure set point (signal on line 108)
- **NE** = actual engine speed (signal on line 100)

The signal on the line 106 is combined with the Feed forward signal on line 88 to provide an output signal on the line 108 representing the normal start mode pressure setpoint. This signal is given generally by the following equation (12):

\[
PCC = \begin{cases} 
PCLUN - E2SC \\ 0.0 
\end{cases} \quad (12)
\]

where:

- **PCC(n)** = normal start mode pressure setpoint.

The limiter block 134 previously shown as being a function of switch 112, generally illustrates the two state nature of the signal PCC (the setpoint at line 108). This ensures that the signal on the line 118 to the summing junction 120 will never have a negative value to cause the output signal from the pressure loop control on the line 130 to drop below the tough off pressure and cause the plates of the clutch to pull apart during start mode operation.

Referring now to FIG. 5, therein is shown a pressure loop control in block diagram form. As in FIG. 2, the pressure loop control function 128 receives a pressure error signal at line 126 as a function of the feedback clutch pressure on line 124 and the incoming normal start mode set pressure signal at line 108 and the touch off pressure setpoint on line 122. In FIG. 5, the summation function 120 is shown as a first summation block 120A and a second summation block 120B. In all other respects, that portion of the block diagram of FIG. 5 is equivalent to that of FIG. 2.

The pressure loop control function 128 is shown in greater detail in FIG. 5. The filtered line pressure setpoint at line 144 determines a pressure loop gain adjustment factor at a line 146 as a function of the pressure gain schedule 148 as shown in FIG. 6. In start mode, the line pressure control is operated in an open loop scheduled mode since the CVT design does not have the benefit of a pressure transducer to measure the actual line pressure. Therefore, the line pressure setpoint is filtered to approximate the actual line pressure and it is this signal that is used to adjust the clutch pressure loop gain. The pressure loop gain adjustment factor at line 146 operates on a nominal gain at block 150 to provide the multiplying factor for the gain of the pressure loop at a multiplier block 152. The product of the multiplying gain from the line 151 times the error signal on the line 126 at the multiplier block 152 results in a pressure error signal on a line 154.

The operation of the summing circuit 120 may generally be explained by the following equations (13) and (14):

\[
\begin{align*}
PCLUSP &= PCC + PCE \quad (13) \\
E1PC &= PCLUSP - PCL \quad (14)
\end{align*}
\]

where:

- **PCC** = normal start mode set pressure (line 118)
- **PCE** = clutch touch-off pressure (line 122)
- **PCLUSP** = clutch pressure set point (line 118a)
PCL = actual clutch pressure (line 124)
E1PC = pressure error (line 126)

The operation resulting in the proportional gain factor at line 151 may generally be explained by the following equation (15):

$$KAPC = KAPCN \times f_4 \text{(PLSF)} \quad (15)$$

where:

- **PLSF** = filtered line pressure set point (line 144)
- **f4** = gain function (block 148)
- **KAPCN** = nominal pressure loop proportional gain (block 150)
- **KAPC** = pressure loop proportional gain (line 151)

The operation of the multiplier block 152 may generally be given by the following equation (16):

$$E2PC = KAPC \times E1PC \quad (16)$$

where

- **E2PC** = proportional gain term output (line 154)
- **E1PC** = clutch pressure error signal (line 128)

For further optimization of the response of the clutch pressure control loop, and for increased stability in the pressure control loop, a lead lag compensation may be performed upon the pressure error signal at line 154. This is represented generally by a block 156 responsive to the signal at line 154 and an initial condition imposed at line 158. Generally, the operation of the lead lag function at block 156 may be given by the following formula (17):

$$E3PC = \frac{S/\omega_{plead} + 1}{S/\omega_{plag} + 1} \cdot E2PC \quad (17)$$

where **E3PC** is the signal at line 160. This function serves to provide a dynamic modification or compensation which gives a better bandwidth, faster response, and retains system stability for the pressure loop control. The lead "zero" value in the numerator of equation 17 may be chosen to provide compensation for the lag induced by the control valve dynamics. In contrast, the lag "pole" in the denominator of equation 17 may be given a sufficiently large value so as not to figure in the practical result.

The discrete form of the compensation is given by:

$$E3PC(n) = CPDC \cdot [E2PC(n) - X1PDC(n)] + X1PDC(n) \quad (18)$$
$$X1PDC(n+1) = -BPDC \cdot [E2PC(n) - X1PDC(n)] + E2PDC(n) \quad (19)$$

where

- **E3PC** = output of lead/lag (line 160)
- **Tsp** = sample period of pressure loop
- **CPDC** = \(\omega_{plead}/\omega_{plag}\)
- **BPDC** = \(\exp(-\omega_{plag}\cdot Tsp)\)
- **X1PDC** = lead/lag state variable

To ensure that the steady state error in the pressure loop will be equal to zero, an integral-lead function is inserted at a block 162. In response to the pressure error signal at line 160 and an initial condition at line 164, the integral-lead function 162 provides a control signal at line 166. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that any signal at the line 160 other than zero will provide a ramp output at line 166 proportional to that signal which through operation of the feedback control would tend to provide a correction error signal to bring the system back toward a zero, steady state error signal. The lead function in the integral is introduced to compensate for the lag of the hydraulics. Generally, the integral lead operation of block 162 may be given by the following equation (20):
E4PC = \frac{S(\text{lead}) + 1}{S} \quad \text{E3PC} \quad (20)

where E4PC is a signal at line 166. The integrator is limited so that saturation of its digital implementation will not saturate the input to the PWM generator. The discrete form of this compensation is given by:

\begin{align*}
E4PC(n) &= X2PIC(n) + E3PC(n) \quad (21) \\
X2PIC(n+1) &= X2PIC(n) + DPIC \times E3PC(n) \quad (22)
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
X2PIC(n) &= \begin{cases} 
X2LPIC, & X2PIC(n) < X2LPIC \\
X2PIC(n), & X2LPIC \leq X2PIC(n) < X2UPIC \\
X2UPIC, & X2UPIC \leq X2PIC(n)
\end{cases} \quad (23)
\end{align*}

where:

- E4PC(n) = output of integral-lead term
- DPIC = \omega_{\text{lead}} \times Tsp
- X2PIC = state variable of integrator/lead
- X2LPIC = lower limit of integrator
- X2UPIC = upper limit of integrator

The signal at line 166 may then be combined at a summation junction 168 with a null signal from a line 170. The null signal at line 170 represents a steady state error which corresponds to the clutch control valve in use. This serves to further ensure that the steady state zero value will be achieved to provide the desired duty cycle signal as an output on the line 130.

Generally, the operation at the summation junction 168 may be given by the following equation (24):

E5PC(n) = NPC - E4PC(n) \quad (24)

where:

- E5PC(n) = control signal to determine duty cycle (line 130)
- NPC = null for valve (line 170)

Referring now to FIG. 6, therein is shown the typical pressure loop gain schedule which illustrates the pressure loop gain adjustment factor on a vertical scale as a function of the filtered line pressure setpoint in pounds-per-square-inch (psig) (1PSI = 6894.757 N/m²(Pa)). The incorporation of this schedule into the pressure loop control at block 148 of FIG. 5 further facilitates the accurate response of the clutch pressure control loop by incorporating a value dependent upon the filtered line pressure setpoint. This maintains a constant open loop gain for all values of the given line pressure. The schedule of FIG. 6 represents an empirical tabulation which may be performed for particular systems in which the control of the present invention may be utilized.

Referring now to FIG. 7A and 7B, therein is shown a flow chart representation of the functions for the speed loop control as set forth above. Proceeding from speed start block 202, a speed loop setpoint is determined at block 204 as a function of throttle from the engine speed schedule. Correspondingly, a feed forward torque is determined at a block 206 which is a second function of the throttle. This represents the interrelation between the throttle, engine speed and engine torque. At decision block 208, the system determines whether the speed initial flag has been set. If YES, then initial condition is set for the first order filter 92 at the filtered engine speed and for the filter 74 at zero as shown by block 210. The system then branches back at line 212. If the speed initial condition flag is not set, then the system advances to line 212 without setting the initial conditions. The system then performs the filtered 92 functions at block 214 and proceeds to the filter 74 functions at block 216. At block 218, the system generates the feed forward torque signal adjusted by the belt ratio.

Referring now to FIG. 7B, the belt ratio is incorporated in the speed loop gain at a block 220. Block 222 represents a calculation of the feed forward pressure as a function of the product of the inverse clutch gain times the clutch torque signal. A block 224 represents the speed error calculation, which is then modulated by block by the proportional gain generator from the speed loop 226 control 104. A normal start mode clutch pressure setpoint may then be determined at a block 228 as a function of the difference between the feed
forward pressure and the speed error signal from the block 222 and the proportional gain block 226, respectively.

A decision block 230 represents the determination of whether the normal start mode clutch pressure set point is less than zero. If it is, then a block 232 represents a setpoint limiter which comes into play to guarantee that the clutch does not fall below the threshold touch-off value during normal start mode. If the pressure setpoint signal is greater than zero, then the system advances at line 234 to the pressure loop control.

Referring now to FIGS. 8A and 8B, therein is shown the flow chart for the pressure loop control 110 of FIG. 2. At a pressure loop start block 236, the system proceeds to provide an error signal at a block 238 which is a function of the feedback actual clutch pressure, the pressure setpoint signal and the touch-off pressure setpoint. A block 240 represents the calculation of the pressure loop gain as a function of the filtered line pressure setpoint which may be obtained from a look-up table such as that illustrated in FIG. 6. This value at a block 242 provides a proportional gain to the error signal from the block 238. At a decision block 234, the system determines whether the pressure initial condition flag has been set. If YES it branches to block 246 to set initial conditions for lead/lag function 156 in the integrator lead function 162 and then branches back at a line 248. If the pressure initial conditions flag is not set, then the system simply advances to the line 248. A lead/lag function, as explained above, is performed at a block 250 followed by an integrator lead function at a block 252. The lead/lag block 250 compensates in a dynamic sense for the lag introduced by the control valve and provides for improved response in the pressure control loop. The integrator lead block 252 serves to ensure that the steady state error value is zero. It's associated lead term compensates for the lag induced in the system by the hydraulics.

Referring now to FIG. 8B, in operation the integrator lead function 162 must be limited so that the saturation of its digital implementation will not saturate the input to the pulse width modulation generator from the duty cycle signal at the line 130. Hence, the output of the integrator must be compared with the upper and lower limits for the integrator. A decision block 254 compares the output of the integrator with its upper limit. If it is greater than its upper limit, then the value is set at the upper limit at a block 256 and the system branches back. At a decision block 258, the output of the integrator is compared with its lower value. If it is less than its lower value, then the output is set at that lower value at a block 260 and the system branches back.

At a block 262 the system performs the loop null function to compensate for the valve in the system and then branches to the pulse width modulation generator at 264 for generation of the appropriate duty cycle signal to control the clutch pressure valve.

Referring now to FIGS. 9A and 9B, therein is shown the general logic flow chart for the operation of the entire CVT clutch control system which is similar to that described in the generic US-A-4,648,496. FIG. 9B represents an alternative embodiment for the portion of the flow chart of FIG. 9A bounded by I, II, III and IV.

The logic flow charts of FIGS. 7A, 7B, 8A and 8B represent the steps illustrated at the left of FIG. 9A and indicated by the identification i, ii, iii and iv. The corresponding indications have been placed on the flow charts of FIGS. 7A, 7B, 8A and 8B.


Claims

1. A method for providing a clutch control signal (on 130) in a continuously variable transmission (18) system for regulating torque transfer upon driver demand from an engine (12) through said transmission and a fluid-actuated clutch (28) operable to transfer torque to a drive line mounted in a vehicle, said system having an associated supply line (58) to supply fluid to apply the clutch and discharge fluid to release the clutch controlled by a clutch control valve assembly (52) in said supply line including the following steps:

   - sensing an actual engine speed signal and a driver demand (62); developing a representative engine torque signal (72) in response to said driver demand; developing a representative engine speed signal (74) in response to said driver demand; and regulating said clutch control valve assembly (52) in response to said signals characterized by filtering (74, 92) said representative engine speed and said engine torque signals to limit rapid fluctuations in said signals, modifying (80, 86) said filtered representative torque signal to provide a first representative pressure signal (on 88); comparing (98) said filtered representative engine speed signal with said actual speed signal (100) to generate a speed error signal (102);
modifying (104) said speed error signal to provide a second representative pressure signal (106); and
combining (90) said first and second representative pressure signals to provide a control pressure
signal (on 130) to said clutch control valve.

2. The method of Claim 1 further including the steps:
monitoring (in 112) said control pressure signal (on 130); and
switching (in 112) said control pressure signal to a preselected minimum value whenever said control
pressure signal is less than said preselected minimum value.

3. The method of Claim 1 or 2 further including the steps:
sensing system initiation conditions; and
providing preselected initial condition parameters (over 76,94) for said filtering.

4. The method of Claim 3 wherein said step of providing comprises:
providing an actual engine speed representation signal (over line 94) for filtering said representative
engine speed signal; and
providing a zero condition (over line 76) for filtering said engine torque signal.

5. The method of one of Claim 1 to 4 wherein said step of modifying said speed error signal comprises:
sensing the transmission belt ratio (at 136);
selecting a nominal gain factor (at 138);
adjusting said nominal gain factor as a function of said sensed belt ratio (on 140); and
multiplying said speed error signal by said adjusted nominal gain factor to provide said second
representative pressure signal (on 106).

6. The method of one of claims 1 to 5,
characterized by
generating a clutch pressure set point (on 118);
comparing said clutch pressure set point with a signal (on 124) representative of sensed actual clutch
pressure to provide a clutch pressure error signal (on 126);
selecting a nominal pressure gain factor (128); and
adjusting said nominal pressure gain factor (on 128) based on variations in the pressure of said
associated supply line.

7. A clutch control system for use in a continuously variable transmission (18) system for regulating
torque transfer upon driver demand from an engine (12) through said transmission and a fluid-actuated
clutch (28) operable to transfer torque to a drive line (30,32) mounted in a vehicle, said system having
an associated supply line (58) to supply fluid to apply the clutch and discharge fluid to release the
clutch controlled by a clutch control valve assembly (62) in said supply line, which system comprises:
first control means (64) responsive to a driver demand signal (62) to provide a first control signal (72)
representative of a preselected engine torque;
second control means (68) responsive to said driver demand signal (62) to provide a second control
signal (74) representative of a preselected engine speed;
third control means (110) responsive to said first and second control signals to regulate said clutch
control valve;
characterized by
first filter means (74) in said first control means to provide a modified first control signal (78);
second filter means (92) in said second control means to provide a modified second control signal (96); and
said third control means being responsive to said modified control signals.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour délivrer un signal de commande d’embrayage (sur 130) dans un système à transmission
à variation continue (18) pour réguler le transfert du couple sur une demande du conducteur provenant
d’un moteur (12) à travers la transmission et un embrayage commandé par fluide (28) mis en œuvre
pour transférer le couple à une conduite d’alimentation à travers la transmission et le système
comportant une conduite d’alimentation associée (58) pour délivrer le fluide pour appliquer l’embrayage
et pour évacuer le fluide pour libérer l'embrayage commandé par un ensemble de soupapes de commande d'embrayage (52) dans la conduite d'alimentation comportant les étapes suivantes consistant à :

déceler un signal de vitesse réelle du moteur et une demande du conducteur (62) ;
développer un signal de couple de moteur représentatif (72) en réponse à la demande du conducteur ;
développer un signal du moteur représentatif (74) en réponse à la demande du conducteur, et réguler l'ensemble des soupapes de commande d'embrayage (52) en réponse aux signaux, caractérisé par les étapes consistant à filtrer (74, 92) les signaux de vitesse du moteur et de couple du moteur représentatif pour limiter les fluctuations rapides dans les signaux ;
modifier (80, 86) le signal de couple représentatif filtré pour délivrer un premier signal de pression représentatif (88) ;
comparer (98) le signal de vitesse du moteur représentatif filtré au signal de vitesse réelle (100) pour produire un signal d'erreur de vitesse (102) ;
modifier (104) le signal d'erreur de vitesse pour délivrer un second signal de pression représentatif (106), et combiner (90) les premier et second signaux de pression représentatifs pour délivrer un signal de pression de commande (sur 130) à la soupape de commande d'embrayage.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comportant de plus les étapes consistant à :
surveiller (en 112) le signal de pression de commande (sur 130), et commuer (en 112) le signal de pression de commande sur une valeur minimale présélectionnée chaque fois que le signal de pression de commande est inférieur à la valeur minimale présélectionnée.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comportant de plus les étapes consistant à :
déceler les conditions initiales du système, et délivrer les paramètres de condition initiale présélectionnés (sur 74, 94) pour le filtrage.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ladite étape de délivrance comprend :
délivrer un signal de représentation de vitesse de moteur réelle (sur une ligne 94) pour filtrer le signal de vitesse du moteur représentatif, et délivrer une condition nulle (sur la ligne 76) pour filtrer le signal de couple du moteur.

5. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel l'étape consistant à modifier le signal d'erreur de vitesse comprend :
déceler le rapport de courroie de transmission (en 136) ;
seuiller un facteur de gain nominal (en 138) ;
ajuster le facteur de gain nominal comme une fonction du rapport de courroie détecté (sur 140), et multiplier le signal d'erreur de vitesse par le facteur de gain nominal ajusté pour délivrer le second signal de pression représentatif (sur 106).

6. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, caractérisé par les étapes consistant à :
produire un point de consigne de pression d'embrayage (sur 118) ;
comparer le point de consigne de pression d'embrayage à un signal (sur 124) représentatif de la pression d'embrayage réelle détectée pour délivrer un signal d'erreur de pression d'embrayage (sur 126) ;
seuiller un facteur de gain de pression nominal (128), et ajuster le facteur de gain de pression nominal (en 128) basé sur des variations dans la pression de la conduite d'alimentation associée.

7. Système de commande d'embrayage pour utilisation dans un système à transmission à variation continue (18) pour réguler le transfert du couple sur une demande du conducteur provenant d'un moteur (12) par l'intermédiaire de la transmission et un embrayage commandé par fluide (28) mis en œuvre pour transférer le couple, monté dans un véhicule, le système comportant une conduite d'alimentation associée (58) pour délivrer du fluide pour l'appliquer à l'embrayage et évacuer le fluide pour libérer l'embrayage commandé par un ensemble de soupapes de commande d'embrayage (52) dans la conduite d'alimentation, lequel système comprend :
un premier moyen de commande (84) sensible à un signal de demande du conducteur (62) pour
délivrer un premier signal de commande (72) représentatif d’un couple moteur présélectionné :
un second moyen de commande (68) sensible au signal de demande du conducteur (62) pour
délivrer un second signal de commande (74) représentatif d’une vitesse de moteur présélectionnée :
un troisième moyen de commande (110) sensible aux premier et second signaux de commande
pour réguler la soupape de commande de l’embrayage,
caractérisé par :
un premier moyen de filtre (74) dans le premier moyen de commande pour délivrer un premier
signal de commande modifié (78) ;
un second moyen de filtre (92) dans le second moyen de commande pour délivrer un second
signal de commande modifié (96), et
le troisième moyen de commande étant sensible aux signaux de commande modifiés.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Erzeugen eines Kupplungssteuer signals (auf 130) in einem stufenlosen Getriebe
(18) zum Regeln der Drehmomentübertragung bei einer Fahreranforderung von einem Motor (12) durch
das Getriebe und eine strömungsmittelbetätigte Kupplung (28) für die Drehmomentübertragung zu
einem Antriebsstrang in einem Fahrzeug, wobei das Getriebe eine Zuleitung (58) für Strömungsmittel
zum Betätigen der Kupplung und eine Abfußleitung zum Lösen der Kupplung aufweist und die
Steuerung von einer Ventilanordnung (52) in der Zuleitung erfolgt, wobei folgende Schritte vorgesehen
sind:
Erfassen eines Motordrehzahl-Istwertsignal und einer Fahreranforderung (62);
Erzeugen eines repräsentativen Motordrehmomentsignals (72) abhängig von der Fahreranforderung;
Erzeugen eines repräsentativen Motordrehzahlsignals (74) abhängig von der Fahreranforderung ange-
forderten Sollwert;
Ansteuern der Ventilanordnung (52) abhängig von diesen Signalen,
gekennzeichnet durch Filtern (74, 92) des repräsentativen Motordrehzahl- und Motordrehmomentsi-
gnals, um schnelle Signalschwankungen zu begrenzen, Modifizieren (80, 86) des gefilterten repräsenta-
tiven Drehmomentsignals, um ein erstes repräsentatives Drucksignal (auf 88) zu erzeugen;
Vergleichen (98) des gefilterten repräsentativen Motordrehzahlsignals mit dem Drehzahl-Istwertsignal
(100), um ein Drehzahlfahrersignal (102) zu erzeugen; Modifizieren (104) des Drehzahlfahrersignals, um
ein zweites repräsentatives Drucksignal (106) zu erzeugen und Kombinieren (90) des ersten und
zweiten repräsentativen Drucksignals, um ein Ansteuerdrucksignal (auf 130) für die Ventilanordnung zu
erzeugen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, mit folgenden zusätzlichen Schritten: Überwachen (in 112) des Ansteuer-
drucksignals (auf 130) und Umschalten (in 112) des Ansteuerdrucksignals auf einen vorbestimmten
Minimalwert, wenn das Ansteuerdrucksignal kleiner ist als der vorbestimmte Minimalwert.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, mit folgenden zusätzlichen Schritten: Erfassen der Anfangsbeidin-
gungen des Getriebes und Erzeugen von vorbestimmten, den Anfangsbedingungen zugehörigen
Parametern (über 76, 94) zum Filtern.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Schritt zum Erzeugen aufweist: Erzeugen eines Motordrehzahl-
Istwertsignals (über Leitung 94) zum Filtern des repräsentativen Motordrehzahlsignals und Erzeugen
einer Nullbedingung (über Leitung 76) zum Filtern des Motordrehmomentsignals.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei der Schritt des Modifizierens des Drehzahlfahrer-
signals aufweist: Erfassen des Übersetzungsverhältnisses (in 136) des Riemengangetriebes, Auswählen
eines nominellen Verstärkungsfaktors (in 138), Einstellen des nominellen Verstärkungsfaktors als
Funktion des erfaßten Übersetzungsverhältnisses (auf 140) und Multiplizieren des Drehzahlfahrersignals
mit dem eingestellten nominellen Verstärkungsfaktor, um das zweite repräsentative Drucksignal (auf
106) zu erzeugen.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 gekennzeichnet durch Erzeugen eines Sollwerts für den
Kupplungsdruk (auf 118), Vergleichen des Kupplungsdrukswertes mit einem Signal (auf 124), das
für den erfaßten Istwert des Kupplungsdrukkes repräsentativ ist, um ein Kupplungsdrukfehlersignal
(auf 126) zu erzeugen, Auswählen eines nominellen Druckverstärkungsfaktors (128) und Einstellen des
nominellen Druckverstärkungsfaktors (in 128) entsprechend Änderungen im Druck der zugehörigen Zuleitung.

7. Kupplungssteuerungssystem für ein stufenloses Getriebe (18) zum Regeln der bei einer Drehmomentübertragung bei einer Fahreranforderung von einem Motor (12) durch das Getriebe und eine strömungsmittelbetätigte Kupplung (28) zu einem Antriebsstrang (30, 32) in einem Fahrzeug, wobei das System eine Zuleitung (58) zum Zuführen von Strömungsmittel und Betätigen der Kupplung und eine Ableitung zum Lösen der Kupplung aufweist und in der Zuleitung eine Ventilanordnung (52) zum Ansteuern der Kupplung vorgesehen ist, wobei das System aufweist: eine erste auf das Fahreranforderungssignal (62) ansprechende Steuereinrichtung 64 zum Erzeugen eines ersten, für ein vorbestimmtes Motordrehmoment repräsentativen Steuersignals (72), eine zweite auf das Fahrersanforderungssignal (62) ansprechende Steuereinrichtung (68) zum Erzeugen eines zweiten, für eine vorbestimmte Motordrehzahl repräsentativen Steuersignals (74), eine dritte auf das erste und zweite Steuersignal ansprechende Steuereinrichtung (110) zum Regeln der Kupplungsventilanordnung, gekennzeichnet durch eine erste Filtereinrichtung in der ersten Steuereinrichtung, um ein modifiziertes erstes Steuersignal (78) zu erzeugen, eine zweite Filtereinrichtung (92) in der zweiten Steuereinrichtung, um ein modifiziertes zweites Steuersignal (96) zu erzeugen und dadurch daß die dritte Steuereinrichtung auf die modifizierten Steuersignale anspricht.
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